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Welcome to the 2017 Kizer product guide.

2016 was a transformative year for Kizer.  2017 continues our transformation 
as a knife company, presenting our first series of fixed blades in this catalog, a 
precursor to the variety of new products awaiting their cameo.

From our humble beginnings, Kizer was the dream of a team of knife guys 
looking to make a difference in the world with a simple belief born of the motto 
“Crafted with Passion”.  As we look back over the growth we experienced in the 
last few years, we are always reminded that it would not have been possible 
without the help from all of our friends, and especially you, our fellow knife 
enthusiasts who believed in our difference and our pledge to create great tools.

Our commitment to PASSION, PRIDE, and PERFORMANCE has never 
wavered, just as our love of the art of the blade.  Exciting collaborations in the 
BLADESMITH series; dramatic inspirations in the PRIME segment; and heavy-
duty ready VANGUARD division all stand ready as we remember our devotion to 
our original goal: A synthesis of precision technology with advanced materials in 
unique designs, creating a reliable cutting tool, always at the ready!



BLADESMITH
From the flame and sparks of the hammer and forge to the technology of the CAD renderings, it is the PASSION 
for the art of the blade and call of the wild that link the craftsmen of the oldest tool known to man, the KNIFE.

The passions of the designer, always on the search for the next highest peak, is given free rein; when PASSION 
and PRECISION unite, the designs from the imaginations of BLADESMITH are given form in Titanium and Steel!
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KI5463A1

KI5463A2

KI5463A1
KI5463A2
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 4.25”
Overall: 9.79”
Weight: 6.7oz

BAD DOG 
MATT CUCCHIARA
A good dog is a faithful 
companion that will guard 
your back in any trouble 
spot. The Bad Dog will do 
all that and more, with a fist 
full of attitude. A distinct 
recurve blade of S35VN 
adds to the bite of the Bad 
Dog as it chases away evil. 

V3463A1

V3463A2

V3463A1
V3463A2 
Steel: VG10
Handle: G10 
Blade Length: 2.98”
Overall: 6.92”
Weight: 2.72oz

MATT CUCCHIARA
An avid knife collector, Matt began venturing into 
knife making over a decade ago. A knifesmith of 
the tactical persuasion, Matt’s creations are beefy 
multi-purpose knives standing ready for the worst 
scenarios. Hard use is made easy with Matt’s skillfully 
crafted design manifested in S35VN and Titanium, 
decorated with his signature handle engraving.
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KI455A1
KI455A2 

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 

Blade Length: 3.46” 
Overall: 8.4”

Weight: 6.06oz

KI455A2

DORADO 
MATT CUCCHIARA

Tap the flipper tab, the bearing pivot system 
swings the recurve blade effortlessly into play; 
fully contoured Titanium handle takes comfort 

and luxury to a new level on the Dorado by Matt 
Cucchiarra. Secure lock up allows the user to 

focus on the business at hand as the Dorado flies 
through the tasks with ease and pleasure.

V455A1
V455A2 

Steel:VG10
Handle: G10

Blade Length: 3.46” 
Overall: 8.4”

Weight: 6.06oz

V4455A1

V4455A2

KI455A1
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KI5466A1

KI5466A2

KI5466A1 
KI5466A2
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.58”
Overall: 8.54”
Weight: 4.93oz

DUKES 
MATT CUCCHIARA
With the “Chipped Flint” style Titanium handle, the 
Dukes will be sure to stand out. The true EDC size 
and stellar design style makes this knife a treasure 
to hold. Smooth action with ceramic bearings and 
steel lock bar insert further add to the premium 
folder that will be your ace up your sleeve.

V3466A1
V3466A2 
Steel: VG10
Handle: G10
Blade Length: 2.99”
Overall: 7.18”
Weight: 2.66oz

V3466A1

V3466A2
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FLASHBANG 
MATT CUCCHIARA

 Straight forward with no drawbacks, the 
Flashbang hits like a ton of bricks. Powerful blade 

kicks into the fray with the flipper tab, combined 
with titanium handles contoured for easy handling, 

the Flashbang will be burnt into the memory of 
those who see it in action.

KI454A1 
KI454A2

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium

Blade Length: 3.43”
Overall: 8.11”
Weight: 5.3oz

KI454A2

KI454A1

V3454A1 
V3454A2 

Steel: VG10
Handle: G10

Blade Length: 3.23”
Overall: 7.36”

Weight: 3.32oz

V3454A1

V3454A2
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KI5465A1 
KI5465A2
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 4.15”
Overall: 9.18”
Weight: 6.68oz

KI5465A1

COMPADRE 
MATT CUCCHIARA
A loyal friend at your side, the Compadre stands 
ready to see you through all your troubles and 
celebrate all the good times with abandon! 
Streamlined Titanium handles with gorgeous flame 
motif highlights its unique appeal. Despite the 
large size, the Compadre remains lightweight for 
constant use.

KI5465A2

KI5462A1 
KI5462A2
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.93”
Overall: 9.07”
Weight: 5.99oz

KI5462A2

KI5462A1
TRIFECTA 
MATT CUCCHIARA
Powerful recurve blade, 
smooth ball-bearing pivot 
action, comfortable ergonomic 
Titanium handles. This is 
no gamble, the Trifecta is a 
winner on all fronts, delivering 
a package full of action and 
quality you cannot deny.
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HUSTLER 
MATT CUCCHIARA

 Sometimes the paths in life takes 
one down an unusual and unknown path. 

Equipped with the Ball-Bearing Pivot 
system, the Hustler’s wide blade swings out 

ready to tackle the unknown. The handle 
provides perfectly ergonomics with its thin 

profile and features smooth finish or with 
Cucchiara signature engraving.

KI5464A1 
KI5464A2

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 

Blade Length: 3.6” 
Overall: 8.48”

Weight: 6.06oz

KI5464A1

KI5464A2

THUMPBER - NEW 
MATT CUCCHIARA

 Thumb sized but packing a 
wallop, the Thumbper is the perfect neck 

knife to hang with ease until its moment 
to shine. Translucent G10 or Carbon Fiber 
handles paired with S35VN edges creates 

the embodiment of “dangerous beauty”.

KI1013
Steel: CPM-S35VN

Handle: G-10
Blade Length: 2.07” 

Overall: 4.85”
Weight: 1.68oz

KI1014
Steel: CPM-S35VN

Handle: Carbon Fiber
Blade Length: 2.09” 

Overall: 5.89”
Weight: 1.81oz

KI1013

KI1014
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MATT DEGNAN
A self-admitted metalsmith, Matt Degnan has been 
designing and making highly acclaimed blades to 
realize his true passion as a custom knife maker.

GURU - NEW 
MATT DEGNAN 
Derived from the Degnan MC in appreciation to 
long-time friend and mentor Matt Cucchiara, we at 
Kizer joined him in paying tribute to one of our top 
designers by creating a flipper and a thumb-stud 
versions in celebrating the diversity of styles.

KI3504K 
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 2.97” 
Overall: 7.43”
Weight: 3.98oz

KI3504K

KI3504
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V4477A1

KI4477 
Steel: CPM-S35VN

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.5”

Overall: 8.32”
Weight: 7oz

V4477A1 
V4477A2 

Steel: VG10
Handle: G10

Blade Length: 3.5”
Overall: 8.32”

Weight: 6.38oz

KI4477

V4477A2

ROACH 
MATT DEGNAN 

 With the Titanium frame and S35VN blade, 
this compact knife will be a survivor in more than just 
the name! No matter where you conceal the compact 

Roach, it will find opportunities to present itself during 
moments when you need it the most. Adorned with 

hand hugging curves, this Roach will be the one you 
cannot bear to put down.
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KANE 
MATT DEGNAN
Derived from the acclaimed Degnan XL, Kane is 
a sensational tactical blade standing at the ready, 
always. The harpoon style blade of S35VN swings 
out whisper quiet on caged ball-bearing pivot 
action between full Titanium handles accentuated 
with sparking blue anodized pivot and screws.

KI5467
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.8”
Overall: 9.23”
Weight: 6.97oz

KI5467

V5467A1 
V5467A2
Steel: VG10
Handle: G10 Steel Bolster 
Blade Length: 3.5”
Overall: 8.44”
Weight: 6.84oz

V4467A1

V4467A2
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TORO - NEW 
MATT DISKIN
“Play with the bulls and you’ll get the horns”, as the 
sayings go. The Toro embodies the essence of that 
warning in its full glory. Slim ergonomic handles 
avoiding hot spots facilitates a comfortable grip in 
any angle, ample blade-to-handle ratio provides 
plentiful of cutting surface to fit any need. A full 
sculpted backspacer protects the edge when closed 
and featuring a hardened lock bar insert unique to 
the Diskin design.

KI4503

KI4503 
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.96” 
Overall: 8.83”
Weight: 5.82oz

MATT DISKIN
From the high-tech world of robotics to the forges of a knife maker, 
Matt Diskin spent over twenty years crafting designs combining 
intricate mechanics with precision machining, creating a distinctive 
design philosophy that separates Diskin’s design from the crowd.
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JUSTIN GINGRICH
Founder of Ranger Knives and Gingrich Tactical 
Innovations (GTI), Justin has leveraged his experience 
in the Ranger Battalion and the Special Forces Group 
to enhance his creation of market leading designs. 
Respected in both the military and civilian world, 
Justin is always on the cutting edge with his unique 
take on hard-use knives and tactical products.

ASSIST 
JUSTIN GINGRICH
Boosted by a powerful spring, the Assist will 
jump into action with lightning speed. Razor 
Sharp S35VN blade, grippy G10 scales, and 
window punch at the pommel, the Assist is the 
perfect companion for any occasion or that 
special place in your Go-Bag.

KI4448

KI4448 
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: G10 Scales 
(6AL4V Titanium Liner)
Blade Length: 3”
Overall: 7.2”
Weight: 4.05oz
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KI3416A2

HUNTER 
(SMALL & LARGE) 

JUSTIN GINGRICH
Drawing inspiration from classic hunting 
blades, the Hunter series are the perfect 

companions for all of life’s tough situations 
that demand a stout edge. Tested in 

numerous Virginia hunts, the Hunter is 
indispensable in the quest for wild trophy or 

inner peace.

KI3416A1 
KI3416A2

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: G10 Scales 

(6AL4V Titanium Liner)
Blade Length: 2.5”

Overall: 6.06”
Weight: 2.9oz

KI3416A1

KI4416A2

KI4416A1

KI4416A1 
KI4416A2 

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: G10 Scales 

(6AL4V Titanium Liner)
Blade Length: 3.54”

Overall: 8.5”
Weight: 7.05oz
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KI4473
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.48”
Overall: 8.48”
Weight: 7.05oz

KI4473

JOHN GRAY
“Overbuilt, Practical, and Tactical” describes John 
Gray’s knife design philosophy. Created with a 
full Titanium frame and S35VN stainless steel, the 
smooth actions on these knives makes them a joy 
to carry and deploy. A lifelong avid outdoorsman 
and knife enthusiast, John’s designs are perfectly 
suited for those occasions when sharp business 
suits conceal sculpted muscle bulk.

GPB1 
JOHN GRAY
The GPB1 (Gray’s Pocket Brute 1), true to its 
name, is a muscle knife executed with supreme 
finesse. The generous blade with the cutting 
edge positioned below the grips is the perfect 
companion in all tasks, from the kitchen counter to 
hard uses in the field.
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KI4474A1 
KI4474A2

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 

Blade Length: 3.59”
Overall: 8.52”

Weight: 5.71oz

KI4474A1

S.L.T 
JOHN GRAY

Aptly named, the SLT (Slim Line Tactical) designed by 
John Gray fits into the hand with each sweep of the 

handle’s ergonomic curve, crafted in Titanium. Whether 
in a board meeting or out in an arena, the SLT will be 

your guardian with style.

KI4474A2
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ULI HENNICKE
A born craftsman, Uli found the smithy and forge 
a true calling. Founder of the Hohenmoorer 
Messermanufaktur and equally at home in the 
kitchen or in the wild woods, Uli is always thinking 
of the art of the edge while seeking the next 
inspiration.

T I - NEW 
ULI HENNICKE
Simple, robust, all-purpose knife is the 
backbone of the design behind the Task 
I. Easy to carry for every day uses, the 
wide blade creates the perfect blade 
geometry. An integrated lanyard hole in 
the backspacer makes for the perfect 
retention spot.

KI3490
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.2” 
Overall: 7.55”
Weight: 4.3oz

KI3490
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T II - NEW 
ULI HENNICKE

 A fixed blade companion to 
the Task I, the T II features a full flat 

ground blade for all cutting tasks in 
the outdoor or EDC tasks. A full sized 

knife with a compact handle, Task II 
comes with a lanyard hole allowing for 

a personalized grip extension.

KI1021A1 
KI1021A2

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: G10

Blade Length: 3.74” 
Overall: 7.87”

Weight: 6.24oz

KI1021A1

KI1021A2
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SEALION - NEW 
ULI HENNICKE
Handsome, ergonomic and fast! The Sealion was 
born to be a quick opening one-handed flipper 
that will play tricks on the eyes with its speed.

KI4509
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Blade Length: 3.38”
Overall: 7.77”
Weight: 3.72oz

KI4509
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ELIJAH ISHAM
A knife enthusiast with a passion for the surrealism 
artists such as H. R. Giger and Brian Smith, Elijah 
found his niche in crafting knives drawing on the 
natural flow in ergonometric design. Striking a 
balance between aesthetics and utility but always 
pushing the envelope, the Isham system of design 
brings a new look to the complex designs of 
tactical blades.

MEGATHERIUM - NEW 
ELIJAH ISHAM
A folding Santoku for the outdoor chef, the 
Megatherium is a showcase of the “edge below 
tab” flipper system of Isham’s design. Its wide 
blade excels at tasks requiring a firm slicing 
motion, the psuedo-choil allows for a close 
choke-up for delicate tasks and the flipper 
becomes hidden when the knife is opened for 
unobstructed optimal performance.

KI4502
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
 Carbon Fiber
Blade Length: 3.65” 
Overall: 8.62”
Weight: 5.43oz

KI4502
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STEVE JERNIGAN
For over 3 decades, Steve Jernigan has crafted unique 
designs that embodies the ideal he seeks in the 
custom knife crafting profession. Drawing inspirations 
from nature around his home in Florida, Steve 
creates one-of-a-kind works that pay respect to the 
fundamentals of handmade craftsmanship.

WAKULLA 
STEVE JERNIGAN
Named after one of the largest freshwater 
springs in the world, the Wakulla flows 
and meld into your grip no matter the 
task at hand. A tactical lightweight knife 
harkening back to the days of the rebellious 
switchblade on the silver screen, the modern 
Wakulla adds the flair of style to a durable 
and practical blade.

KI4497A1  
KI4497A2
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.51” 
Overall: 7.93”
Weight: 3.84oz

KI4497A2

KI4497A1
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KI3471
KI3471 
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.13”
Overall: 7.24”
Weight: 3.71oz

RAY LACONICO
A lifelong artist, Ray was well versed with the 
finesse of design before he turned his passion full 
time to knife making. Known for his modern and 
clean looks, Ray takes pride in the precision of 
the fit and finish he put onto his knives. His goal 
remains the same since day one, to provide a tool 
that cuts efficiently while looking good and feeling 
comfortable in the hand.

GEMINI 
RAY LACONICO
The Gemini is derived from the 
awesome Jasmine model by 
Ray. It is a “twin” of the Jasmine, 
but with subtle changes that 
moves into its own territory. A 
gorgeous blade of S35VN steel 
is set into a silver contoured 
titanium handle for smooth 
handling. Its compact size 
belies the power hidden within.

V3471A1 
V3471A2
Steel: VG10
Handle: G10 
Blade Length: 3.10”
Overall: 7.24”
Weight: 3.74oz

V3471A1

V3471A2
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KI4468

KI4468 
Steel: CPM-S35VN

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.64”

Overall: 8.23”
Weight: 5.74oz

INTREPID 
RAY LACONICO

Be fearless with the Intrepid in your hand. 
A high caliber folder with a clip point 

providing great utility for all tasks. S35VN 
steel and titanium handle, combined with an 
outstanding blade-to-handle ratio to give the 

user awesome control and cutting power. 

V4468A1
V4468A2

Steel: VG10
Handle: G10 

Blade Length: 3.6”
Overall: 8.23”

Weight: 5.18oz

V4468A1

V4468A2
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KI3472

KI3472
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Blade Length: 3.12”
Overall: 7.25”
Weight: 4.07oz

URSA MINOR - NEW 
RAY LACONICO
Combining the compact ergonomic of the Gemini 
with the power of the Intrepid harpoon blade, the 
Ursa Minor is a unique fusion standing apart from 
the crowd.

Exclusively distributed by Carmel Cutlery:
carmelcutlery.com
(831) 624 - 6699
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KI4495

KI4495
Steel: CPM-S35VN

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Blade Length: 3.31”

Overall: 7.68”
Weight: 4.05oz

LANCER 2 - NEW 
LV KNIVES

From the collaboration of Laconico and 
Vagnino comes this powerful recurved blade 

housed in beautiful stonewashed Titanium 
handles that is a wonder of ergonometric 

study. Ball-Bearing pivot and 3D machined 
Titanium clip further outfit the Lancer 2, equally 

comfortable in any grip position, locking up 
without a shadow of doubt.

LV KNIVES
When Michael Vagnino and Ray Laconico began 
collaborating on designs, their combined artistic 

talents gave rise to LV knives. Aesthetically beautiful 
design and highly functional designs are the calling 

cards of LV knives.
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KI3499

KI3499
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Blade Length: 2.83”
Overall: 6.54”
Weight: 2.58oz

JUSTIN LUNQUIST
An accidental loss of a daily companion knife and 
inspirations from Bob Terzuola led Justin Lunquist 
to craft his first custom creation. Driven by a lifelong 
passion for fine art and traditional craftsmanship, 
Justin drew on his experiences in camping and 
hunting, adding clean flowing lines to fill the hands 
with a sleek blade that tackles any tasks with ease.

FEIST - NEW 
JUSTIN LUNQUIST
Embodiment of the fact size does not equate 
capability, the Feist is a compact knife with sleek 
lines. Similar to a traditional slip joint but upgraded 
with flowing modern outline and S35VN premium 
steel, this front flipper stands out from the crowd. 
Full of energy and spunky, a “feisty” knife indeed!
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KI4500

KI4500
Steel: CPM-S35VN

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Blade Length: 3.44”

Overall: 8.06”
Weight: 4.76oz

WANDERER - NEW 
JUSTIN LUNQUIST

Where-ever the path may take you, this is the 
companion with whom to share the journey. Subtle 

curves in the handle meld into the palm, leading 
to a utilitarian blade suitable for all purposes for a 

modern vagabond. Slim yet filling the hand with 
purpose, the Wanderer will be ready to answer the 

need at any time.
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KI4479

KI4479 
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Blade Length: 3.74”
Overall: 8.87”
Weight: 6.32oz

SCOT MATSUOKA
A native of the Garden Island of Kauai of the 
Hawaiian archipelago, Scot made his first knife at 
the age of 9, the beginning step on the journey 
to become a professional knife maker. Originally 
trained under Ken Onion, Scot has developed a 
style that is uniquely his own, combining the natural 
beauty of his surroundings with the ancient art of 
man’s first tool. Comfort and ease of use remain 
Scot’s top priority in his creations.

KALA 
SCOT MATSUOKA
A tactical homage to the Loveless style. The 
Kala was born to be a lightweight skinner style 
flipper, comfortable in all hands. All Titanium 
handle encloses a Ball-Bearing Pivot for the 
effortless opening of the Kala, yet remains safe 
with a solid lockup from the beefy frame lock.

V4479A1 
V4479A2 
Steel: VG10
Handle: G10 (Steel Liners)
Blade Length: 3.74”
Overall: 8.87”
Weight: 5.82oz

V4479A1

V4479A2
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KI4469A1 
KI4469A2
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.57”
Overall: 9.46”
Weight: 5.14oz

KI4469A1

KIM NING
With over 20 years in the knife industry under his 
belt, Kim Ning is a veritable veteran when it comes 
to bringing his designs to life. Whether creating 
intricate folders or rugged fixed blades, Kim’s 
devotion to attention shows thoroughly in each 
minute detail of his design.

SHOAL 
KIM NING
When buffeted by current from all sides 
in the river of daily life, the Shoal, the 
Sandbar, will stand against the tide 
and bring you a harbor of stability for 
balance.

KI4469A2
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ALTER EGO - NEW  
KIM NING

In its sinuous curves lies the whisper of the hidden 
side in all of us. With each opening of the Alter Ego, 

more and more you will find inseparable from its 
lithe handle and smooth action.

KI4492

KI4492
Steel: CPM-S35VN

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.55”

Overall: 8.17”
Weight: 4.94oz 
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KI3480
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Blade Length: 3”
Overall: 7.14”
Weight: 4.01oz

KI4481

KI3480

DIRK PINKERTON
Honed by 18 years in the Security Industry, Dirk is famed 
for his effective, no non-sense, and explicitly purpose-
driven models. This dynamic approach to knife designs 
fuels the growing demand for Dirk’s creations.

ROGUE 
DIRK PINKERTON
One of the most versatile EDC folders, Rogue is 
perfectly suited as a small, lightweight Urban Carry. 
From a letter opener to an extremely effective 
self-defense tool, the Rogue features an ergonomic 
handle with jimping and a modified wharncliffe 
blade with multiple grip rests.

KI4481 
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Blade Length: 3.5”
Overall: 7.94”
Weight: 5.44oz

ESCORT 
DIRK PINKERTON
A robust and nimble EDC folder, the Escort 
will accompany you on every step of the way. 
Hidden with the tip up/tip down deep carry 
pocket clip and a reserved appearance, the 
Escort may be subdued in its looks but will 
astound in its performance.
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KI4482 
Steel: CPM-S35VN

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 

KI4482

NOMAD 
DIRK PINKERTON

Power and Authority are embodied in the Nomad. 
Inspired by the Khanjar dagger of the middle- east, 
the Nomad features a powerful upswept blade and 
attractive ergonomic handle. Simple and effective, 
Nomad gives control and versatility in any cutting 

task you have.
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KI4501A2

KI4501A1

DARREL RALPH
“Advanced innovative designs while maintaining Form, 
Function, and Organics”, no one could have said it 
better than the man himself. Darrel Ralph has enjoyed 
recognition as a famed designer and engineer in the 
knife industry for his accomplishments, bringing artistic 
vision, functional design and innovative engineering to 
his line of creations.

GUNHAMMER - NEW 
DARREL RALPH
A true classic from the mind of DDR. The 
Gunhammer features a 3D machined 
Titanium handles and pocket clip for a 
truly unique handle experience, whether 
for EDC, utility or self-defense pursuits. 
The mesmerizing Radian Recurve blade 
thrills as it awes the eyes; the bowie 
blade presents plenty of belly for a true 
utilitarian workhorse that packs a punch.

KI4501A1
Ki4501A2 
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.5”
Overall: 7.93”
Weight: 4.87oz
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KI4488

KI4488
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.3”
Overall: 7.74”
Weight: 6.03oz

SHEEPDOG KNIVES
Versatility of the blade has been a driving force behind 
Sheepdog Knives since its start in 2011. Always on the forefront 
of combining tactical aim and functionality, Sheepdog knives 
achieves ground breaking results in its creations while providing 
a polished appearance that would blend into formal gatherings 
without raising eyebrows.

C01C - NEW 
SHEEPDOG KNIVES
Unique in appearance, the C01c sings praise of its 
inspiration, the epitome of multi-tasking excellence, 
the Cleaver. Fusing a comfortable curved handle 
with a full blade wielding formidable chopping 
power, this knife cuts through the myriad of 
troubles with power!
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V4484A1 
V4484A2
Steel: VG10
Handle: G10
Blade Length: 3.43”
Overall: 7.80”

V4484A1

V4484A2

KI4484A1

KI4484A1 
KI4484A2
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Blade Length: 3.43” 
Overall: 7.80”
Weight: 4.23oz.

TK KNIVES
TK knives grew out of the need of a pair of survival adventurers and 
artists who were in search for a tough yet easy to carry everyday 
use knife. David Michalik and Robert Chromcak began their 
custom knife production to make folding knives serving the 
same duty as fix bladed knives, but in a compact package. 
Their experiences as developers of high-tech machining 
tools and artists helped TK knives excel in both function 
and style.

KYRE 
TK KNIVES
Based on the TK Knives Kyre series, 
created over two years of rigorous tests, 
Kyre is a compact, elegant knife capable 
of striking performance. A remarkable 
package of style and power, Kyre is a 
fascinating combination of the modern 
technology and traditional values.

KI4484A2
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MJÖLNIR - NEW 
TK KNIVES

Powerful and easy to wield, this quick blade packs the 
impact of its namesake, Thor’s hammer, in its sharp edge. 

Our first M390 production knife, the Mjolnir makes an 
auspicious entrance from TK knives.

KI4488
Steel: M390

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Blade Length: 3.72”

Overall: 8.41” 
Weight: 4.65oz

KI4488
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TOMCAT KNIVES
Tomcat Knives’ designers have been producing 
innovative knives and tools in the knife industry for 
over fifteen years. They have a passion for combing 
cutting edge knife designs with high quality custom 
manufacturing. These designs combine Tomcat’s highly 
unique and functional design aspects, Extreme Precision 
Manufacturing and use of Ultra High End Materials.

KI4443A1 
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: G10 Scales 
 (6AL4V Titanium Liner)
Blade Length: 3”
Overall: 8.2”
Weight: 4.1oz

4443TI1

KI4443A1

PANTHURA 
TOMCAT KNIVES
Sleek, aggressive, and more than 
capable EDC knife. Ergonomically 
designed, the Panthura has great 
traction in the hand, paired with a 
long and efficient edge that cuts 
like razor sharp teeth, just like a 
Panther.

4443TI2
4443TI1 
4443TI2
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Blade Length: 3”
Overall: 8.2”
Weight: 4.37oz

RIVER CAT 
TOMCAT KNIVES
A splendidly crafted gentleman’s 
tactical folder with flowing lines 
machined into the Titanium 
handle, this clip point knife is 
a pure style combined with 
practical simplicity and strength. 
The River Cat holds in its S35VN 
premium steel blade stunning 
performance to match the looks. 
Get the impressive River Cat, 
and you’ll fall in love with its 
daily company.

KI4456A1

KI4456A2

KI4456A1 
KI4456A2
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.34”
Overall: 7.74”
Weight: 4.58oz
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KI3457A1 
KI3457A2

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 

Blade Length: 3.23”
Overall: 7.48”

Weight: 2.58oz

KI3457A2

KI3457A1 SPLINTER 
TOMCAT KNIVES

 A slender, stylish, and unique 
gentleman’s folder, the Splinter blends in 
so well that it is easy to forget it’s in your 

pocket. The handle texture makes operation 
easy, as well as giving the knife a style that 

is unique and charming. This is one splinter 
that you will actually be longing to get.

KI4450ATI2

KI4450ATI1

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 

Blade Length: 3.65”
Overall: 8.46”

Weight: 5.73oz

TIGON 
TOMCAT KNIVES

Large, formidable, and elusive 
as its namesake big cat, the 

Tigon inspires confidence 
with its massive chain ring 

pivot screw to the large 
wharncliffe blade. This beast 

is roaring to be unleashed.

V3457A1 
V3457A2

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: G10

Blade Length: 3.23”
Overall: 7.48”

Weight: 2.58oz

V3457A1

V3457A2
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MICHAEL VAGNINO
For over 20 years, ABS Master Bladesmith Michael Vagnino 
has been designing and making acclaimed edged tools. 
Always searching for and creating something unique, 
Michael’s goal is to instill excitement and enthusiasm about 
his art and passion.

DESERT DOG - NEW 
MICHAEL VAGNINO
A hand filling handle with a wide blade, the Desert 
Dog was born in response to requests from the 
warriors of the armed forces. Always searching, this 
hound craves the next adventure.

KI4496

KI4496 
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle:  Carbon Fiber 

6AL4V Titanium Liner 
Blade Length: 3.17”
Overall: 7.46”
Weight: 4.75oz
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ELIMINATOR 2 
MICHAEL VAGNINO

With a powerful recurved blade and masterfully 
designed handle, this knife will “wipe out” your 

woes and bring back the fun and energy to your 
days like the dynamic surf music of its namesake, 

The Eliminators.

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 

Blade Length: 3.28”
Overall: 8.04”

Weight: 5.45oz

KI4483
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VELOX 2 
MICHAEL VAGNINO
When opened, the ingeniously hidden flipper 
on the Velox 2 adds to the agile mix of form and 
function while maintaining an innocuous image to 
the casual eye. “Low Profile” was the key inspiration 
for this knife. It blends seamlessly into your 
everyday life till it’s time to cut your troubles away.

KI4478
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.37”
Overall: 7.77”
Weight: 4.81oz

KI4478

V4478A1

V4478A2

V4478A1 
V4478A2
Steel: VG10
Handle: G10 (Steel Liners) 
Blade Length: 3.37”
Overall: 7.77”
Weight: 4.29oz
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MIKKEL WILLUMSEN
Hailing from Copenhagen, Denmark, Mikkel has made his mark on the 
tactical knife world with his unique design and undeniable appeal that 
draws the eyes no matter where his knives are shown. With over twenty 
years of experience, Mikkel established his signature brand, Willumsen 
Urban Tactical to bring his diverse drawings to life.

With a distinctive mixture of functionality and features, Urban 
Tactical brings to its users products that readily differentiate 
themselves from the usual scene. The classical features 
of timeless designs side by side with modern tactical 
functional requirements, Willumsen Urban Tactical 
melds them easily into a sophisticated form for the art 
lover with a hard edge.

SUPER BAD 
DROP POINT - NEW 
MIKKEL WILLUMSEN
On first sight, you might think this is a 
“baaad” knife, but that’s only the tip of 
the iceberg. Hold it in your hand and 
feel its power, you will realize without 
a doubt this is a “Superbad” blade 
looking to unleash its power.

KI1017
KI1017
Handle: G10
Blade Length: 4.73”
Overall: 8.76”
Weight: 7.73oz

SUPER BAD
RECURVE BOWIE - NEW 
MIKKEL WILLIUMSEN

KI1015A1

KI1015A1 
KI1015A2
Steel: N / A
Handle: G10
Blade Length: 4.72”
Overall: 8.75”
Weight: 7.41oz

KI1015A2
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MADDOX - NEW 
MIKKEL WILLUMSEN

Born in the famous Willumsen Urban 
Tactical style, the Maddox sails forth 

with a curvaceous Titanium handle 
and aggressive S35VN blade, honed 

razor sharp, ready to serve against the 
oncoming tide.

KI5486
KI5486

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 

Blade Length: 3.89”
Overall: 8.74”

Weight: 7.51oz

BARBOSA - NEW 
MIKKEL WILLUMSEN

Echoing the quick and deadly 
dagger, this Barbosa will be a faithful 

defender of your honor. Easily 
concealed, its deadly edge will stay in 

peace until a corsair, on land or sea, 
dares to raise his hand to endanger 

your safety.

V3487A1

V3487A2

V3487A1
V3487A2

Steel: VG10
Handle: G10 

Blade Length: 2.98”
Overall: 7.05”

Weight: 3.07oz





All around us exists nature with its wondrous inspirations.  Our innate desire to pay tribute to the 
wonders of the natural world gives shape and life to our art.

No matter the destination, there is a knife to accompany the journey from the PRIME series. Crafted 
with PASSION, forged by PRECISION, forging the path of PERFORMANCE!

PRIME
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V4423A1 
V4423A2
Steel: VG10
Handle: G10 
Blade Length: 3.5”
Overall: 8.18”
Weight: 5.46oz

SOVEREIGN
The Sovereign series blazes its entry into the world with 
auspicious beginnings, ancient eastern artistic heritage 
merging in harmony with modern design.

V4423A1

V4423A2

V4458A1
 V4458A2
Steel: VG10
Handle: G10 
Blade Length: 3.6”
Overall: 8.17”
Weight: 3.69oz

BEGLEITER
Named “the companion”, this will be the knife to 
accompany its owner through all of the daily 
tasks that needs a quick blade. Slim and 
lightweight, this perfect EDC knife 
disappears into pockets or purse, 
appearing at the most opportune 
time to serve.

V4458A2

V4458A1

V4412A1 
V4412A2
Steel: VG10
Handle: G10 
Blade Length: 3.48”
Overall: 8.03”
Weight: 4.51oz

BOLT
Sleek and fast, the Bolt conceals the beauty of 
its speed in the 3D contour of its handles that 
mold itself to your hands. Almost like a set 
of prayer beads, you will find the Bolt’s 
calming presence comforting in a myriad 
of ways.

V4412A1

V4412A2
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KI4401C1

KI4401C2

KI4401C1 
KI4401C2 

Steel: CPM S35VN
Handle:  6AL4V Titanium

Blade Length: 3.58”
Overall: 8.35”

Weight: 5.53oz

ACTIV BANTAM
Now lightweight, the Active Bantam will face any 

challenge head on.

KI3404A3

KI3404A2 
KI3404A3 

Steel: CPM S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 

Blade Length: 3”
Overall: 7”

Weight: 3.1oz

KI3404A2

V3403A1 
V3403A2 

Steel: VG10
Handle: G10 

Blade Length: 3”
Overall: 6.87”

Weight: 4.11oz

V3403A1

V3403A2

KI4403A 
KI4403B 

Steel: CPM S35VN
Handle: G10 Front 

6AL4V Titanium
Blade Length: 3.60”

Overall: 8.39”
Weight: 4.55oz

KI4403B

KI4403A

V3
“Veni, Vidi, Vici”, from those immor-
tal words of Julius Caesar was born 
the inspiration for our legendary V3 

model line. The model that estab-
lished Kizer as a force to be reck-

oned with in today’s knife market, we 
proudly present the new V3 line-up!
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KI3304B
Steel: CPM S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.44”
Overall: 7.91”
Weight: 3.77oz

AILEON
The power of flight has always fascinated men, the Aileon is a 
tribute to this mysterious power of wings. No feather made this 
knife, though. Titanium and S35VN forms the bones and sinew 
of our Aileon to lift you high into adventure.

KI3304B

KI4426A1 
KI4426A2

Steel: CPM S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.52”
Overall: 8.42”
Weight: 5.8oz

BAMBU
Beauty lies in simplicity, a phrase that 
our Bambu takes to heart. Decorated 
simply by the bamboo designs on its 
handle, this ideal sized knife always 
impresses by the mesmerizing 
curve of its Titanium handles 
and steel blade.

KI4426A1

KI4426A2

KI3310 
Steel: CPM S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Blade Length: 3.25”
Overall: 7.38”
Weight: 2.63oz

MISTRAL
Named after the sharp wind sweeping 
through the Mediterranean, our Mistral is 
a speed-holic that demands attention as 
you call upon it to bring the clear and 
bright day that the mistral wind is 
known for.

KI3310
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KESMEC
Unique and elegant, the Kesmec 
swims alongside its leader in the 
ocean of life. Whether pursuing 

peace of mind or chasing dreams, 
the Kesmec with its ergonomic 

Titanium handle and razor sharp 
S35VN will stand tall with a rare 
mix of aesthetic and functions.

KI4461A1 KI4461A2
Steel: CPM S35VN

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Blade Length: 3.54”

Overall: 7.95”
Weight: 5.3oz

V4461A1

V4461A2
OPHID

Sinuous curve flanked by scaled 
patterns, the Ophid takes the 

mesmerizing beauty and the hidden 
venomous thrill of the deadly 

serpent and put it in your hands.

KI405

KI405
Steel: CPM S35VN

Handle: G10 Scales 
(6AL4V Titanium Liners)

Blade Length: 3.52”
Overall: 8.19”

Weight: 4.76oz

V4461A1 
V4461A2

Steel: VG10
Handle: G10 (Steel Liners)

Blade Length: 3.58”
Overall: 8.14”

Weight: 4.78oz

RATTLER
A warning in the bushes of the 

American Southwest, the Rattle snake 
will always warn first then prepare its 

deadly attack. The Rattler will serve to 
keep the everyday dangers far from 

you, and when necessary, bare its 
fangs and strike true!

KI4470A1 
KI4470A2

Steel: CPM S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 

Blade Length: 3.59”
Overall: 8.08”

Weight: 4.48ozKI4470A2

KI4470A1
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KI3452
Steel: S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.11”
Overall: 7.44”
Weight: 3.34oz

I.F.T
Based on an Interframe handle design, this model 
evolved into a flipper and had Titanium handle added 
to the S35VN blade to give it extra flair as it dazzles on 
every front.

KI3452

I.F.T.-L
KI4452 
Steel: CPM S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.54”
Overall: 8.38”
Weight: 5oz

KI4452

KI3302F
KI3302F
Steel: Takefu VG10 Damascus
Handle:  6AL4V Titanium 

Carbon Fiber Inserts
Blade Length: 3.23”
Overall: 7.44”
Weight: 3.88oz

GEMETER
Celebrating the design principals that makes our hobby great, 
we bring to you the design that take its inspiration from the 
basis of knife making. Gemeter celebrates the transition 
from one surface to the other (Titanium to Carbo Fiber), 
making the knife a pleasure to hold in the hand and 
appealing to the eyes.
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QUICKSILVER
Change is the essence when it comes to the Quicksilver. 

Comfortable and light in its lightened titanium handle, but 
touch the flipper, and the knife will show its mercurial nature 

with its modified tanto blade that’s all business.

KI4446
Steel: CPM S35VN

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.72”

Overall: 8.50”
Weight: 5.1oz

KI4446

CORTO
A born slicer, this knife is all 

performance.The Corto will slice and 
dice through all your troubles as it flies 

into the fray. 

KI4459A1

KI4459A2

KI4459A1
KI4459A2

Steel: CPM S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 

Blade Length: 3.72”
Overall: 8.50”
Weight: 5.1oz
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UPRISING - NEW

KI4491A1
KI4491A2
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 3.6”
Overall: 8.22”
Weight: 5.59oz

KI4491A1

ENVOY - NEW

KI4491A2

KI3493
Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Blade Length: 2.99”
Overall: 6.94”
Weight: 2.88oz

Each day, everyone goes through countless 
scenes that require quick shifts in tactics to 
resolve. Whether you choose to “rise against the 
machines” or negotiate passionately, we have 
the instruments to help you make your points 
clearly.

KI3493
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KI4419A1 
KI4419A3
KI4419A4

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: Aluminum

Blade Length: 3.54”
Overall: 8.27”

Weight: 2.86oz

SLIVER
Slim and easy to fit into the busiest schedule, the Sliver 
is the aide that’s adept at finding the ideal place to stay 

hidden, appearing at the most opportune times to make 
the day end on a high note.

KI4419A1

KI4419A3

KI4419A4
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